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Updates from the Secretary and the Guild Committee
Hey there everyone. I’m back in the Secretary seat after taking a
couple of years off. I talk to a lot of members, and I feel like there’s
an increasing dissatisfaction with where the Guild is at and what
they’re (not) doing. The truth of the matter is that despite Covid
forcing the cancellation of shows and Knife Camp, there’s still a lot
going on at a local level but it just isn’t being shared widely. To that
end, it was one of my priorities to get this newsletter churning
along again to increase the community spirit among us and to also
provide transparency and communication from the committee to
the greater membership.
I hope to make these updates a regular thing and then I plan to
compile all the good stuff into a printed glossy magazine at the
end of the year. So if you liked the last magazine and would like to
see yourself in this years issue, send in anything, words/photos/
jokes and I’ll (probably) print it. - Here’s one to start you off…. I
started carrying a knife after an attempted mugging a few years
ago. Since then, my mugging attempts have been a lot more
successful.
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Kevin Slattery “This is a chef
knife I just finished up. 220mm
Takefu yushoku steel blade.
Frame tang with stabilised
giraffe bone, G10 and Corian. A
bunch of hidden pins and one
mosaic pin at the end of the
handle.”
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This update, contains the AGM minutes, the 2020 financials, notes
from the Committee meeting held on June 1st , a report on the
Waterfall Rd Hammer in, Jake Summerell walks us through his
integral forging process and a few new constitution amendments
for your consideration. The new committee is getting connected
and continuing on with the tasks begun by the previous committee.
As your elected representatives, we’ll be making changes to the
Guild as we see fit, within our powers set out by the constitution.
Of course there is plenty to do with all aspects of the Guild and
we’d love to hear from you about your ideas about what the Guild
can do. Feel free to contact us either via the Guild Facebook page
or you can email me directly at the secretary@akg.org.au email
address. If you have any content for future updates, please send
them to editor@akg.org.au
Keep Grinding Everyone,
Christian Mathieson, Guild Secretary and Editor
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New Committee Members
The 2021 AGM saw 2 new members elected; Warrick Edmonds steps in for Bruce Barnett
and Christian Mathieson returning as Jeremy Wheaton steps down.
Christian Mathieson - Secretary

Warrick Edmonds - Committee

“I’m a full time metropolitan firefighter
based in NE Melbourne, I’ve been making
knives in earnest for around 14 years after
buying a Radius Master grinder with Kevin
Rudd’s Stimulus Package Payment.

“Upon retiring I took up knife making in
2005 as a pathway toward a good cooking
knife, anticipating a life in the kitchen
looking after the family. I’m essentially self
taught and still learning through trial and
error. I rarely make two of anything, so my
output is an unpredictable variety currently
leaning toward field knives. My interests lie
in fishing, camping and touring, hunting
and being a house dad. I favour high-end
stainless for its edge holding but will work
with carbon for the looks. I mostly use
figured hardwoods on the handles and
make sheaths from various leathers but
that is not a rule, just an average position
in a sea of change. I regularly show at the
Adelaide Knife Show and run a website
and Instagram account promoting my
knives. I sell spec builds and will take
commissions if they involve something that
appeals to my aesthetic.

Knifemaking is strictly a hobby for me, I do
it when the mood takes me and make
whatever I am inspired by. The last thing I
want to do with it is turn my hobby into a
chore by taking orders and having
expectations on what I make.
I particularly like making folding knives,
although I struggle to consistently achieve
the tolerances involved with making a
functioning, quality folder.
I enjoy
engraving and bulino and have begun
inlaying gold into some pieces. However
my engraving style is coarse and basic
compared to classic engraving and very
few pieces survive to completion. But I
hope to improve with practice. My fixed
blades are typically small, for dressing
game or fish. As an enthusiastic fly
fisherman and archer myself, it’s good to
have an avenue to field test my work. My
lack of fishing and hunting skill, limits my
opportunity for testing.”
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Prior to knife making I worked as an
exploration geologist in the oil industry,
but spent most of career exploring
corporate scale gold deposits, both in
Australia and Africa.”
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AGM Minutes

Minutes for the Australian Knifemakers Guild AGM
Held Online via Zoom Video Conference
May 1st 2021 @ 1700pm EST

Mee ng Opened at: 1703pm

Present
T.Parker (President), A.Phillips (Vice President), I.Ronald (Treasurer), J.Wheaton (Secretary),
C.Urquhart (Commi ee), S.McIntyre (Commi ee), B.Barne (Commi ee), A.Parker, K.Haddad,
C.Mathieson, S.Townsend, K.Fludder, A.Blom eld, B.Jacobsen, T.Earwaker, M.Brook, K.Swi , G.Tapp
M.Donaldson, A.Grosskopf, A.De Fazio F.Mazieres, L.Damasco, N.Edwards

Apologies
P.Bald, M.Hannan, M.Sinclair, P.Del Raso, M.Petersen, R Doudle, A.Fromholtz, D.Timbs

Last years’ Minutes
Minutes of the 2020 Mee ng read out by T.Parker
Moved for acceptance: C.Urquhart. Seconded:

Ma ers Arising from last years minutes
Grievance raised by Doug Timbs via email regarding changes to the cons tu on made at the last
AGM. Media on has begun to resolve issues at a commi ee level.
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Reports
PRESIDENT’S REPORT…
Covid has curtailed most Guild ac vi es.
Very few gatherings during the last 12 months
Welcome to Robyn, the new Guild Administra ve Manager
A few communica ons that were quickly resolved
Hoping that next year is be er
SECRETARY’S REPORT…
Membership Breakdown Total members 128
7 Life, 53 Full,55 Proba onary, 1 Family, 9 Associate, 3 Honorary
We have had 6 new full members, 14 new proba onary members & 1 new associate members.
Appointment of the new Administra on Manager means the Secretary role needs rede ned by the
new commi ee.
Moved for acceptance: S.McIntyre. Seconded: I.Ronald

TREASURER’S REPORT…
Summary:
Income
Deduc ons
Net Earnings
Bank Balance

$ 20 537.00
$ 7 899.00
$ 12 638.00
$ 59 465.00

Moved for acceptance:B.Barne . Seconded: A.Phillips

General Business
C.Urquhart spoke about the process of the commi ee de ning the role of the Admin Manager and
then of the selec on and hiring of the applicant, Robyn Lewis.
C.Urquhart then spoke of the commi ee’s work towards holding ra es, reworking the show rules
and tasks that the commi ee intend to address going forward, including commi ee mee ngs, knife
camp, Guild shows, Guild presence at other shows, merchandise and newsle ers.
S.McIntyre gave an update regarding the Melbourne show Venue being booked for May 2022.
C.Urquhart spoke regarding the enormous e ort put into genera ng a presence on Social Media
S.McIntyre asked the commi ee if the current de ni on of Associate Members speci cally precludes
them from making knives to be sold. And asked the commi ee to introduce a mechanism to prevent
it.
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Elec on of O ce Bearers –
President…

Terri Parker nominated by Adam Parker
Elected unopposed

Accepted

Vice president… Alistair Phillips nominated by C.Mathieson
Tony Earwaker nominated by C.Urquhart
Alistair Phillips Elected (15 votes to 4)

Accepted
Accepted

Treasurer…

Ian Ronald nominated by Bruce Barne
Elected unopposed

Accepted

Secretary…

Chris an Mathieson nominated by S.McIntyre
Elected unopposed

Accepted

Commi ee...

Warrick Edmonds nominated by B.Barne
Corin Urquhart nominated by C.Urquhart
Shawn McIntyre nominated by C.Mathieson
Elected unopposed

Accepted
Accepted
Accepted

State Representa ves…
Bruce Barne WA, Adam Fromholtz NSW/ACT, Kevin Room QLD, Peter Bald SA/NT,
Shawn McIntyre VIC/Tas ,
Show Commi ee 2021…
S.McIntyre, C.Mathieson
Knife Camp Commi ee…..
Chris an Mathieson, Ian Stewart, A.Fromholtz
Social Media… C.Urquhart & T.Earwaker

2021 Show dates con rmed as Sat April 30th and Sun May 1st (AGM on April 30th)

Mee ng closed at 1800hours
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Profit and Loss
Australian Knifemakers Guild Inc•
For the 12 months ended 31 December 2020•
Income•
Sales - Insurance
Sales - Knife Camp
Sales - Membership

Dec-20

Dec-19

5,050

6,390

-

3,930

15,347

9,040

Sales - Other

-

75

Sales - Show

140

11,156

Total Income

20,537

30,591

20,537

30,591

Gross Profit
Less Operating Expenses•
Accountancy
Bank charges
Dues and subscriptions

558

-

-

(200)

378

413

Expense - Knife Camp

-

6,268

Guild Newsletter Expense

-

145

Guild Show Expense

-

7,009

Insurance expenses

5,110

5,012

Legal and professional fees

118

-

Office, general and administrative expenses

314

-

PayPal Fees

2

-

852

526

Reconciliation Discrepancies

-

990

Secretary Expenses

-

552

Printing, stationery & supplies

Shipping, Freight, and Delivery Postage & Handling
Total Operating Expenses
Net Profit

568

-

7,899

20,714

12,638

9,877

Prepared by: Serge Crismale Bookkeeping Consultant, Registered BAS agent and Xero Guru

Annual Report••|••Australian Knifemakers Guild Inc••|••As at 31 December 2020
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Balance Sheet
Australian Knifemakers Guild Inc•
As at 31 December 2020•
31 Dec 2020

31 Dec 2019

59,416

47,069

Assets•
Bank•
CBA Account
Paypal
Total Bank
Current Assets•
Accounts Receivable
Total Current Assets
Total Assets

49

1

59,465

47,070

620

-

620

-

60,085

47,070

598

220

598

220

598

220

59,488

46,850

Liabilities•
Current Liabilities•
Accounts Payable
Total Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Net Assets

Equity•
Current Year Earnings

12,638

9,877

Opening Balance Equity

15,831

15,831

Retained Earnings

31,019

21,142

59,488

46,850

Total Equity

Prepared by: Serge Crismale Bookkeeping Consultant, Registered BAS agent and Xero Guru

Annual Report••|••Australian Knifemakers Guild Inc••|••As at 31 December 2020
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Committee Meeting
The new Committee met for the first time on Tuesday 1st June and discussion was had on
the following points:
•

Voting in Probationary members that have passed Full Member Assessment.
Anthony Kittel (SA)

Accepted Unanimously

Leo Damasco (WA)

Accepted Unanimously

Randy Katsoolis (NSW)

Accepted Unanimously

•

Rewording of the Associate Member definition to prevent members from selling
knives under the Guild banner.

•

Rewording of Family Membership definition.

•

Accountancy fixed monthly fee package proposal .

•

C.Mathieson presented idea for regular newsletter updates to be compiled into end
of year Magazine.

•

Significant loss of membership numbers.

•

C.Mathieson presented initial plans for Knife Camp 2021.

•

Committee meeting dates for rest of the year.

•

A.Phillips reported on progress of obtaining permits to hold raffles nation wide as a
fundraising tool. Guild still has Best Hunter from 2019 Melbourne Show.

•

C.Urquhart reported on Social Media engagement.

•

Ongoing discussions regarding resolution of issues raised by Doug Timbs.

•

Request for guidelines regarding Member held Guild Hammer In events.

•

Request for Guild Merchandise.

•

C.Mathieson requested that a formalised process be introduced for returning
members.

Social Media
Whether we like it or not, Social Media has become an important part of the way the Guild engages
with it’s membership. As nice as a newsletter is, it’s too slow in passing on information and it’s
primarily from me to you, rather than a conversation. If we wish to generate better engagement and
communication then the best place for that (sadly?) is Facebook.
I urge all members to join the Guild’s private, hidden Facebook page. It’s only available to current
financial members so there is no dealing with inane questions about making ‘knifes’ from star
pickets. We reach a larger percentage of the membership on Facebook than via any other method
and it’s possible to discuss ideas regarding knife design, methods, the Guild’s future or just share
pics of what you’re doing (and then you send them to me for the newsletter right?)
To join, please send the email address you use for facebook to me at editor@akg.org.au and I can
send you an invitation link to follow. It MUST be the email that you use to log into FB or it won’t
work. We currently have 135 financial members and only 82 in the group.
ON THE EDGE - JUNE 2021
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Constitution Changes for Member Comment
As discussed at the AGM, some issues and unintended consequences of our changing our
constitution have arisen, and work has begun by the committee to ensure that these
loopholes are closed and all members can soon expect to see a notice of special meeting
to vote on such changes. Following is the current wording and the proposed new wording
and a brief reason of why we need to change. Please feel free to comment on this and
provide all comments to the committee via the email address com@akg.org.au

Item 1 - Family memberships.
Current wording:
(d) Family Members. Family membership shall be available for younger makers aged between
fourteen to eighteen years. It facilitates satisfying the legal requirement of having parent/guardian
supervision and permission, particularly when attending shows to display and sell knives. Minor
members are not permitted to exhibit without a parent/guardian in attendance. The minor
member will be eligible for full membership once they•
reach eighteen years of age.
•
have been a minor member for a minimum of 2 years.
•
satisfy the requirements set out in By-Law #3, “Application Procedure for Full
Membership”.
Family members have the same rights as full members except the right to vote.
Issues: It has been decided that all youth members need to have a parent or guardian who is a
member of the guild in order to provide proper supervision. The fact that if multiple members join
from one family it gets very expensive has been raised, and the last three points are unclear in
application, do they need to meet all of these requirements or any of these requirements. The term
Family membership is not considered clear as they are youth members.
Proposed Wording:
(d) Youth Members. A youth membership allows youth (between 14 and 18 years old.) to join the
guild under the supervision of a parent or guardian who is a member of the guild in any category.
It facilitates satisfying the legal requirement of having parent/guardian supervision and permission,
particularly when attending shows to display and sell knives. Youth members are not permitted to
exhibit without a parent/guardian directly supervising.
Youth members must meet the requirements of standard probationary membership.
Youth membership transfers immediately to probationary membership on the members 18th
birthday.
The youth member will be eligible for full membership once they•
reach eighteen years of age and
•
have been a member for a minimum of 1 years and
•
satisfy the requirements set out in By-Law #3, “Application Procedure for Full
Membership”.
Youth members have the same rights as full members except the right to vote.
YOUTH MEMBERSHIP FEES WILL DECREASE TO A NOMINAL SUM probably $20 noting their
parent or guarding must be a full paying member.

ON THE EDGE - JUNE 2021
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Item 2 - General Associate Members:
Current wording:
(e) General Associate Members. Associate membership is open to knife collectors, engravers, or
any person with an interest in custom made knives. Associate members have the same rights as
full members except the right to vote.
Issue raised: A general associate membership has been consistently used to gain access to the
guild’s insurance. The issue has been raised that makers can access this membership without ever
having to have gone through the assessment process. The committee has no issue with this if the
members are not yet of probationary membership standard and much conversation has been had as
to how and where clear lines are drawn. The following is the proposed wording, and we trust it
makes the correct process clear.
Proposed Wording:
(e) General Associate Members. Associate membership is open to knife collectors, engravers, or
any person with an interest in custom made knives. Associate members have the same rights as
full members except the right to vote. Associate members must not make knives for commercial
purposes including teaching. General associate members who make knives for commercial
purposes must apply for probationary membership within 60 days. If they cannot pass the
minimum standard requirement for probationary membership and they insist on selling knives, this
is considered bringing the guild and our quality standards into disrepute. The committee will be
responsible to manage accordingly on a case-by-case basis in accordance with the grievance and
disciplinary sections of these rules.

Item 3 - Concession Associate Membership.
At this time, no pathway exists for older or disabled makers that do not make knives for commercial
purposes. If they are not making knives for commercial purposes we risk that they will simply leave
the Guild, no longer presenting or participating and the committee feels it would be good to
provide a pathway for people in this category:
Proposed wording:
Concession membership. Concession membership is available for any member holding a valid
government issued concession card not making knives for commercial purposes. Concession
Members have the same rights as full members except the right to vote.
IT IS PROPOSED THAT THE CONCESSION MEMBERSHIP FEE WILL BE $100

ON THE EDGE - JUNE 2021
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Item 4 - Show Rules changes
Current Show Rules:
SHOW RULES for Guild Shows or exhibiting under the Guild banner at other shows.
1. Only financial members of any category are allowed to exhibit at Guild shows or under the
Guild banner elsewhere.
2. Except for 3, All knives or related items must be primarily (more than half) the work of the
people exhibiting. Any work that is not completely the work of the people exhibiting must be
completely and visibly disclosed on a product card or similar. For example: Engraving by: XYZ,
Damascus steel made by: XYZ, Collaboration piece handmade by makers ABC and XYZ.
3. Exhibitors including collectors are permitted to re-sell handmade knives at Guild Shows.
4. Firearms or firearm parts may not be displayed.
5. All knives must comply with state and federal regulations as required.
6. Maximum of two people per table.
7. No member to interfere with or in any way encroach on another makers
sale.
8. All members are to behave politely and agreeably and in a manner that can not bring discredit
against the guild
Proposed Show Rules:
SHOW RULES for Guild Shows or exhibiting under the Guild banner at other shows.
1. Only financial members of any category are allowed to exhibit at Guild shows or under the
Guild banner elsewhere.
2. To ensure we maintain the standard of knives for sale, except for rule 4) only Full, Probationary,
Family (Youth) and international members can sell knives they have made in accordance with
rule 3). Anyone exhibiting knives for sale with obvious defects or of low standard may be
politely asked to remove these pieces from sale.
3. Except for rule 4), All knives or related items must be primarily (more than half) the work of the
people exhibiting. Any work that is not completely the work of the people exhibiting must be
completely and visibly disclosed on a product card or similar. For example: Engraving by: XYZ,
Damascus steel made by: XYZ, Collaboration piece handmade by makers ABC and XYZ.
Note: Making knives using factory made finished and ground blade blanks is not considered
within the spirit of the guild and is not permitted.
4. Exhibitors including collectors are permitted to re-sell handmade knives at Guild Shows.
Note: There is an expectation that such knives will be of high standard or historical or other
significance. The sale of poor quality knives will not be permitted.
5. Firearms or firearm parts may not be displayed.
6. All knives must comply with state and federal regulations as required.
7. Maximum of two people per table.
8. No member to interfere with or in any way encroach on another makers sale.
9. All members are to behave politely and agreeably and in a manner that cannot bring discredit
against the guild.
10. Pre ground blade blanks including factory made blade blanks, unfinished or in kit form can be
sold. Note: Many people start making knives using kits and blanks and as such this is
considered furthering the aims of the Guild.

ON THE EDGE - JUNE 2021
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Item 5 - Endorsed Guild Hammer-Ins
The Australian Knifemakers Guild is seeking volunteers to host local area meet ups to share ideas
and skills. These are colloquially known as “Hammer ins” though they are not necessarily forging
events.
These events can take the form for groups as small as 3-5 people to large scale open events of 100
people or more. The guild subcommittee organises knife camp every year, which has around 20
people.
Hosting an event can be somewhat daunting, particularly if you do not know anyone who will be
attending. Hosting a guild event for guild members is a little different, in that normally, only other
guild members can attend. These are a fantastic opportunity to meet other members and learn from
the wealth of knowledge in our organisation.
These are also used to raise funds for the guild to provide better services to our members, and of
course insurance, and paid administration to ensure we provide the best services possible.
Hammer-Ins can be hands on or theory based, they can be informal, with attendees allowed to use
the venues tools and equipment to do their own thing or they may be structured with all participants
completing a similar project (e.g. fitting a guard or working on a particular style of knife or
technique).
If you would like to host a hammer-in under the guilds name, for the benefit of other guild
members, please fill in the questionnaire below, the committee will consider your proposal and give
approval as soon as possible. Our administrator will assist with marketing the event to our
membership, receiving payments and organising all logistics that you require assistance with:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

Proposed Date:
Proposed location (state and suburb):
Please attach a proposed run sheet for the event (see example below, this does not
need to be complicated)
How many people are appropriate to attend in your space?
How many hours/days will it run for?
Will you be providing accommodation on site if required, eg Camping.
Who will be demonstrating? Who would you like to demonstrate? This could be as
simple as just yourself or some of your guild member friends, or you could ask the
guild to provide demonstrators, the committee can assist in conjunction with state
reps.
What subjects will be covered if any? Its good for the committee to know this so we
can make sure the event get properly promoted.
Provide an estimate of the expenses the guild will be responsible for (if any).
•
Venue usage:
•
Consumables (fuel, steel and abrasives etc):
•
Instructor/demonstrator expenses: (Travel, fuel, time etc)
•
Catering expenses: (Food, bottled water etc)
•
Site expenses: (portable toilets, hire furniture, chairs, whiteboards etc)
•
Other Expenses:
Are you happy for the guild to seek event sponsorships?
Are you aware that the guild will be charging for the event to cover expenses and
fundraise?

Example of a run sheet:
Saturday
9am arrive on site, safety induction and introduction
9:30am First hands on workshop by L. Johnny on compound grinding
10:00am Morning tea
10:30 Hands on workshop run by J. Smith on blade finishing, perfect satin finishes.
12:00pm Lunch
1:00 pm handle making workshop
4:00 pm Show and tell and feedback session (mini show style)
5:00 pm Close
6:30 PM meet at restaurant for dinner
Sunday
8am – 5pm free workshop time with assistance provided by demonstrators.
ON THE EDGE - JUNE 2021
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Jake’s Integral
Jake Summerell shares his method of
forging an integral using a flypress.

First step I weld a 30mm wide 20mm thick billet
of 100 layer Damascus to a handle ( because I
hate using tongs) and mark some guide lines
with the cut off wheel on the angle grinder.
These guide lines represent the tang and
bolster area of the knife, I find the grind lines
are much easier to see than chalk when the
steel is hot. Overall billet length is 110mm

I forge the bolster area to shape, for this
particular knife I’ll be doing a Wa style handle
so I will forge the bolster to the octagonal
shape. The wa is forged down to 25mm wide
which then gives a bit more length.

Onto the blade, to get the width I want at the
heel I use a fullering die on my fly press to the
spread the material in the direction I want it to
go. The edge of the die is used to create the
transition from the bolster to the blade.

ON THE EDGE - JUNE 2021
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Once I have achieved the desired width, I
reorientate myself with the fly press and start
spreading the material along the length of the
blade down to a more manageable thickness
with the hand hammer.
Refining the profile, I do this when the
thickness of the blade is somewhere between
8 to 10mm, that way I can be aggressive with
the hammer and not worry about the steel
folding over and getting cold shuts. This is
also when I fix the issue from photo 4 with the
spine of the blade being higher that the
bolster.

Down to final spine thickness, once I am happy
with profile I then got back to the flypress and
stretch it out to final forged thickness on the
spine. At this stage the blade portion of the
knife is around 4mm thick in the hollows of the
fillers shown.
From here the blade profile is curved down to
compensate for when the bevels are forged in.
After the bevels are in the tang is forged in, I
leave this to last otherwise there is as risk the
the tang will snap of from being worked and
repeatedly straightened (I have learnt the hard
way).

ON THE EDGE - JUNE 2021
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Submitted Photos

Top Left: Jake Krzenski
Above: Jake Summerall
Left: Nick Tanner
Below: Wayne Barrett
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Event Reports
Facebook’s “Australian Beginner Knife Making Group” Competition
Last week, a number of Guild members recently volunteered to act as Judges for an Online
Beginner Knifemaking Competition that was held via a Facebook Group, “Australian Beginner
Knifemakers Group” with 80 knives across 5 categories being submitted for critiquing by the Guild
members. We gave them a rating of various criteria addressing their grinds, fit and finish, design,
etc and had opportunity to give some basic feedback about their efforts.
This opportunity to engage with and encourage an emerging Knifemaking community goes directly
to the Guild’s stated purpose and represents the Guild in such a positive way. I’d like to thank Bjorn
Jacobsen for organising the event and inviting the Guild to judge and I’d also like to thank Adam
Parker, Adam Fromholtz, Bruce Barnett, Shawn McIntyre, Ian Stewart and Alistair Phillips for helping
with the judging.
Christian Mathieson

Waterfall Road Hammer In 2021
With so many months of Covid lockdown and border closures preceding it was somewhat of a relief
to be able to travel again to attend the Waterfall Rd Hammer-in on the Sunshine Coast in
Queensland.
Tim Ford and I loaded the Gameco Artisan Supplies show truck for the first time in 15 months and
started the long drive to Queensland. On the way up we met with guildsman Wayne Saunders and it
was great to catch up for a meal!
We started our week in Queensland working with Neil Paskin from the youtube channel
“PaskMakes” where we also met with Mathew Mewburn of Eveleigh Works. We had a great time on
Pask’s workshop making a pair of steel gates, which we managed to get nearly completed over the
four days we spent there. You can check these gates out on the PaskMakes youtube channel.
On the Friday we headed over to the Hammer-in site, hosted by Luke Berkelmans. Luke is not yet a
guild member but hopefully he will make the effort to change that soon. He is doing nice work, and
his super positive and generous attitude to the industry is a real pleasure to see, with seemingly
limitless energy. Friday night saw the early birds head to Terella Brewery for dinner, drinks and a
much needed catchup. It was an absolute blast to sit in a crowded location with a bunch of
knifemakers again and it was fantastic to have the opportunity again. You don’t realise how much
you really miss it!
Saturday saw the start of the hammer-in proper and over the two days the following demonstrations
were held:
Saturday

Sunday

Blacksmithing - Wayne Schmidt
Knife Forging - Paul Florence
Timber stabilising - Luke Cole
Grinding - Jay Cross
Leather stamps - Matt Keillor
Tong making - lucas Mulick

Forged tomahawk - Wayne Schmidt
Forged steak knife & push stick grinding - Jamie Bishop
Leather finishes - Matt Keillor
Layered steel billet prep/set and drawing - Luke Berkelmans
Hammer making - Lucas Mulick

It was great to see a number of guild members in attendance and also Kevin Room, the Queensland
state rep who generously made himself available on site to asses knives and provide feedback
representing the guild. With a turnout of nearly 70 people, it was one of the biggest Hammer-ins I
have attended and the fantastic attitudes and generosity of all of the demonstrators, organisers and
attendees was an absolute pleasure to witness. Insurance and logistics for the event were provided
by the Knife Art Association and Gameco Artisan Supplies provided sponsorship to cover expenses
and provide all attendees with custom printed Tee-Shirts.
Many thanks to all involved and I really look forward to attending next year!
Corin Urquhart
- some photos on the next page ON THE EDGE - JUNE 2021
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Committee and State Rep Contacts.
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Committee

Terri Parker
Alistair Phillips
Christian Mathieson
Ian Ronald
Corin Urquhart
Shawn McIntyre
Warrick Edmonds

0409 655 967
0413 221 737
040 888 2468
0417 062 759
0415 245 405
0412 041 062
08 8390 0339

president@akg.org.au
vicepresident@akg.org.au
secretary@akg.org.au
treasurer@akg.org.au
corin.urquhart@gameco.com.au
shawnmcintyre5770@gmail.com
wozandpip@bigpond.com

Manager

Robyn Lewis

0466 269 811

office@akg.org.au

VIC/TAS Rep
NSW/ACT Rep
SA/NT Rep
QLD Rep
WA rep

Shawn McIntyre
Adam Fromholtz
Peter Bald
Kevin Room
Bruce Barnett

0412 041 062
0414 252 299
0417 848511
0407 217689
0419 243 855

shawnmcintyre5770@gmail.com
knife-man@hotmail.com
pbald@ozemail.com.au
room.edgeworks@gmail.com
barnettcustomknives@bigpond.com

ON THE EDGE - JUNE 2021
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Member list
Full Members
Leo Damasco
Tony Earwaker
Jason Heineman
Randy Katsoolis
Tony Kittel
Francois Mazieres
Kevin Room
Ardani Sarjito
Corin Urquhart
Paul-Emmanuel Arestan
Lee Barker
Bruce Barnett
Wayne Barrett
Andrew Blomfield
Scott Broad
David Brodziak
Matt Brook
Jim Deering
Rian Doudle
Warrick Edmonds
Keith Fludder
Adam Fromholtz
Steve Fulham
Thomas Gerner
Stephen Gregory-Jones
Karim Haddad
Iain Hamilton
Mal Hannan
Rod Harris
Glenn Henke
Robert Herbert
Joe Kiss
Fabian Kreilaus
Darwin Luhur
Craig Maher
Christian Mathieson
Shawn McIntyre
Garrie Mitton
Richard Moase
Garry Odgers
Terri Parker
Adam Parker
Mike Petersen
Alistair Phillips
Scott Reynolds
Nathan Roennfeldt
Ian Ronald
Wayne Saunders
Brett Selley
Mark Sinclair
Kevin Slattery
Ian Stewart
Geoffrey Tapp
Garry Thom
Stewart Townsend
Jason Weightman
Jeremy Wheaton
ON THE EDGE - JUNE 2021

Probationary Members
Ross Arnold
Cole Barrett
Jamie Bishop
Tobias Bockholt
Andrew Bonavia
Warren Bristow-Baohm
Joe Brunetta
Malcolm Campbell
Peter Cocks
Jay Cross
Carlos Da Silva
Aidan de Fazio
Matt Dechamps
Tony Docherty
Matthew Donaldson
Andrew Earl
Nols Ebersohn
Nicholas Edwards
Samuel Erskine
Tim Felton
George Gao
Adam Grosskopf
Steve Groves
Jason Gwillam
Christian Holm
Thomas Ingrey
Bjorn Jacobsen
Jason Jonker
Barry Kennedy
PatrickKennedy
Stuart Kerr
Jacob Krzenski
Rob Lambert
Phillip Little
Mick Marshall
Derek Marshall
Ian McDonald
James Nadler
Goichi Obal
Samantha Passey
Ferenc Petho
David Robinson
Chris Roosendaal
Michael Schlatter
Neill Schutte
Lachlan Scowcroft
Neville Sharp
Ryan Simon
Jake Summerell
Kieran Swift
Nick Tanner
Sam Towns
Brooke Turner
Ben Walker-Cutts
Brad White
Dwayne Williams
Danial Wilson

Life Members
Peter Bald
Wally Bidgood
Peter Del Raso
Myron Husiak
Kurt Simmonds
Doug Timbs
Joe Zemitis
Honorary Members
Mike Masion
Fred Rowley
Hardy Wangermann
Family Members
Timothy Ford
Associate Members
Bruce Beamish
Jai Cornes
Alan Dell
David Dunn
Steven Harris
Dean Lewis
Robert Marazzato
Ash Proud
Victor Volant
Rob Wakelin

Future Events
7-8 Aug.

Sydney Show

6 Oct.

South Coast Show

23-24 Oct. Lost Trades NSW
6-7 Nov.

Adelaide Show

3-4 Dec.

Knife Camp

5 Dec.

Canberra Show
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